Geneva Conference Agrees to Carve Up Indochina

By Joseph Brendan

Another plane crash, that of the Chinese Nationalist party's \(\ldots\)

The conference, which was held in Geneva, Switzerland, was attended by delegates from China, France, Vietnam, Thailand, and Cambodia. The main issue discussed was the division of Indochina among the four countries.

As Edward Stegner, a representative of the French government, explained, the conference was held to resolve the conflict in Indochina. The French government had occupation forces in Indochina, and they were determined to keep the region under French control.

The conference was divided into two main sessions. In the first session, the delegates discussed the political situation in Indochina. In the second session, they focused on the military aspects of the conflict.

The conference was a success, and the delegates were able to agree on a plan for the division of Indochina. The plan, which was ratified by all four countries, divided the region into four zones.

The Chinese Nationalist party's representative, Li Yuanhong, was happy with the outcome of the conference. He said that the agreement would bring peace to Indochina and would ensure that the region remained under Chinese control.

Elena, a representative of the Vietnamese government, was also pleased with the outcome. She said that the agreement was a step forward in the process of unification.

In addition, the delegates to the conference agreed to establish a council to oversee the implementation of the agreement. The council would consist of representatives from each of the four countries.

The Geneva Conference was a significant event in the history of Indochina. It marked the beginning of the end of French colonial rule in the region, and it paved the way for the eventual reunification of Vietnam.

(Continued on page 2)
Balance Sheet
On McCarthy

By Joseph Keller

The story behind the McCarthy hearings, in our
July 20, 1954, issue, published a Socialist Worker Party
official with connections to Senator McCarthy. The
1957 article, "McCarthy on McCarthy," is a
response to that article.

The author, Joseph Keller, is a member of the
Socialist Workers Party and has written extensively
about the McCarthy hearings.

Sat. Eve. Post Tries to Conceal Fascist Nature of McCarthy

By George Unick

The Post's attempt to conceal the fascist nature of
McCarthy is a failure. The Post's claim that
McCarthy's tactics are "justified" is absurd. The Post's
claim that McCarthy is "not the first" is true, but it is
only the removal of current leaders from power that
is justified. The Post's claim that McCarthy is
"dangerous" is a threat to democracy. The Post's
claim that McCarthy is "wrong" is a lie.
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**Sagging Cosmetic Lines Try a Face Lift**

By Jack Haskel

Have you noticed lately that your favorite movie stars have been looking a little tired? They're not the same stars you saw in the movies a few years ago? That's because they're not. They're not the same stars you saw in the movies a few years ago because they're not the same stars you saw in the movies a few years ago. That's because they're not the same stars you saw in the movies a few years ago.

**Guatemala Dictators**

Valerio Gálvez, Carlos Castillo Armas (Armis), and Ernesto Cárdenas are on the loose, and they're not the same guys they were a few years ago. That's because they're not the same guys they were a few years ago because they're not the same guys they were a few years ago. That's because they're not the same guys they were a few years ago.

**Fear McCarthy**

Federal and local law enforcement agencies are on the lookout for Senator Joseph McCarthy. He's missing, and they're not the same guys they were a few years ago because they're not the same guys they were a few years ago.

**Heads They Win, Tails We Lose**

The AFL and CIO leaders are wondering about their future. They're not the same guys they were a few years ago because they're not the same guys they were a few years ago because they're not the same guys they were a few years ago. That's because they're not the same guys they were a few years ago.

**World Events**

FRENCH NORTH AFRICA (1941-1956)

The French are not the same guys they were a few years ago because they're not the same guys they were a few years ago. That's because they're not the same guys they were a few years ago.

**Two Pamphlets**

A Letter to American Prophets by W. H. Buhannan

10 cents

Violent Terror 1941-1960

By Myra Tanner Wallace

15 cents

Order from

Phoenix Pulpsters
1138 W. Lower Wacker Drive
Chicago, Illinois 60606
The Negro Struggle

There's a kind of "summer madness" in the United States that seems to reach its height just about this time each year. The hot weather seems to strip us down to a minimum of clothing — and also to strip away the day's drudgery and to set us free to enjoy the sun and the beauty of things red, white, and blue.

The official government publications that are so popular among us during the summer months are often the most interesting and informative. The weather and the weather forecast are usually the latest news on the front page. The government also publishes a lot of other material that is not as well known, but which is equally important. For example, the government's "Summer Weather Guide" contains valuable information on how to stay cool and safe during the heat of the season.

There are many other ways to enjoy the summer season in the United States. One popular activity is to go to the beach or the pool. The government provides guidelines on how to stay safe and healthy while spending time in the water. Another popular activity is to go on a road trip. The government publishes maps and information on roads and highways to help travelers plan their routes and stay safe.

Overall, the summer season in the United States is a time of fun and relaxation. With the right preparation and precautions, it can be a safe and enjoyable time for everyone.